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FORM APPROVAL PENDING

This form should accompany all data submissions to the National Oceanographic Data Center.  Section 1, Contributor
Identification, must be completed when the data are submitted.  It is highly desirable for NODC to also receive the
remaining pertinent descriptive information about the submitted data at that time.  Please include any relevant reports,
publications, or other supporting documentation that assist in describing data collection, analysis, and format specifics.

SECTION 1.  CONTRIBUTOR IDENTIFICATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT WHO IS SENDING THE DATA TO NODC.)

1.  Name of contributor 5.  Telephone

2.  Organization/Institution name 6.  Email

3.  Mailing address 7.  FAX

4.  City                                          

     State/Province

     Zip/Postal Code

     Country

8.  Other contact methods/information

SECTION 2.  DATA COLLECTOR IDENTIFICATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT WHO COLLECTED THESE DATA.)

1.  Name of data collector 5.  Telephone

2.  Organization/Institution name 6.  Email

3.  Mailing address 7.  FAX

4.  City                                          

     State/Province

     Zip/Postal Code

     Country

8.  Other contact methods/information
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SECTION 3.  GENERAL DATASET DESCRIPTION
(PLEASE COMPLETE GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THESE DATA.)

1.  Dataset Title (if applicable) (may be sent in an included ASCII text file named “abcTITLE.TXT” where abc are your
initials)

2.  Dataset Abstract (please provide a brief description of the contents of the dataset) (may be sent in an included ASCII
text file named “abcABSTRACT.TXT” where abc are your initials)

3.  Dataset Purpose (please provide a brief statement about the purpose for collecting these data)  (may be sent in an
included ASCII text file named “abcPURPOSE.TXT” where abc are your initials)

4.  Dataset collection dates

First day of data collection

Last day of data collection

5  Dataset location
Northernmost Latitude
Southernmost Latitude
Easternmost Longitude
Westernmost Longitude
Ocean/sea area names

6.  Platform(s) used to collect these data
Platform name(s) and type(s)

7.  Instruments used to collect these data
Instrument(s)

8.  Parameters measured
Parameters

9.  Project name(s) 10.  Original cruise name(s)

11.  Volume of data transferred (in bytes) 12.  Filenames in data submission
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SECTION 4.  SCIENTIFIC CONTENT OF DATASET
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THESE DATA.)

Include enough information concerning the manner of observation, instrumentation, analysis, and data reduction techniques to
make them understandable to future users.  Furnish the minimum documentation considered relevant to each data type. 
Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data and will be available for future users.  Equivalent information
already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e., publications, reports, and README files containing
descriptions of observational and analytical methods).  

NAME OF MEASURED
PARAMETER

UNIT OF MEASURE
USED FOR
PARAMETER

OBSERVATION METHOD AND
INSTRUMENT USED (TYPE &
MODEL

ANALYTICAL METHOD
AND LABORATORY
PROCEDURES USED
(INCLUDING
MODIFICATIONS)

DATA PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES (WITH
FILTERING AND
AVERAGING)
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SECTION 5.  DATA FORMAT OF DATASET
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE FORMAT OF THESE DATA.)

Include enough information concerning the format of these data to make them understandable to future users.  Furnish at least the
minimum documentation considered relevant for your data.  Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data
and will be available for future users.  Equivalent information already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e.,
publications, reports, and README files containing descriptions of the data format).  At a minimum, please include the following
information:

1.  Media type on which data were submitted (e.g., FTP, exabyte tape, etc.)

2.  Name of included file that contains specific record layout, if applicable, including:
FIELD NAME, POSITION FROM 0 MEASURED IN (BITS, BYTES, ETC.), LENGTH (NUMBER, UNITS), ATTRIBUTES, USE AND
MEANING

3.  Brief description of file organization

4. Record type(s)

5. Data format information contact person
Name

Email

Telephone

Address

SECTION 6.  INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC CALIBRATION INFORMATION ABOUT

INSTRUMENTS USED TO COLLECT THESE DATA.)
Include enough information about instrument calibration to make it understandable to future users.  Furnish the minimum
documentation considered relevant for each instrument.  Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data and
will be available for future users.  Equivalent information already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e.,
publications, reports, and README files containing descriptions of observational and analytical methods).  

1.   Name of included file that contains specific calibration details, if applicable, including:
INSTRUMENT TYPE (MFR., MODEL#), DATE OF LAST CALIBRATION, LAST CALIBRATED BY (NAME, ORGANIZATION),
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATED AT (FIXED INTERVALS/BEFORE USE/AFTER USE/BEFORE AND AFTER USE/ONLY AFTER
REPAIR/ONLY WHEN NEW/OTHER (SPECIFY)/INSTRUMENT NOT CALIBRATED


	s1_email: bhickey@u.washington.edu
	s1_name: Barbara M. Hickey/
	s1_institute: School of OceanographyUniversity of Washington
	s1_phone: 206-543-4737
	s1_address: School of OceanographyBox 355351
	s1_city: Seattle
	s1_state: WA
	s1_zip: 98195-5351
	s1_country: USA
	s1_fax: 206-685-3354
	s1_otherCTC: Nancy B. Kachelnkachel@ocean.washington.edu206-543-0687
	s2_name: Barbara M. HickeyNancy B. Kachel
	s2_institution: School of OceanographyUniversity of Washington
	s2_phone: 360-825-3911206-543-0687
	s2_email: bhickey@u.washington.edunkachel@ocean.washington.edu
	s2_fax: 206-685-3354
	s2_otherCTC: Nancy B. Kachelnkachel@ocean.washington.edu206-543-0687
	s2_city: Seattle
	s2_state: WA
	s2_zip: 98195-5351
	s2_country: USA
	s2_address: School of OceanographyBox355351
	s3_title: River Influence on Shelf Ecosystems- This is the ctd data for first (of four) R/V Wecoma cruises (RISE4W).
	s3_abstract: This is the final processed data for the cruise RISE4W, a.k.a.  Wecoma cruise number We0605b. The data was collected using the Wecoma’s SBE911+ system with dual Temperature and Conductivity sensors, a SeaTech fluorometer sensor, a Biospherical Instruments/LICOR PAR (Irradiance) sensor, a Chelsea/Seatech/Wetlab CStar Transmissometer, and a Sea Bird SBE043 dissolved oxygen sensor. The data was initially processed using SeaBird Electronics’ processing with SeaBird’s standard, recommended parameters,  following post-processing procedures developed at NOAA’s Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory in the Eco-FOCI (Fisheries and Oceanography coordinated Investigations. Each cast was visually inspected for reasonableness and for spikes. The criterion used is for rejection of a data point  is that for 1-m bin data, sigma-t inversions > 0.02 are unacceptable. Temperature or conductivity values causing such inversions are removed and the result data gaps are linearly interpolated.  On most casts, data was extrapolated to the surface from the first data point at 2-3m depth. missing cast numbers for for casts taken solely to collect water for deck experiments.Water samples, taken approximately every third station, were analyzed for salinity using an autosal aboard the Wecoma. The results were compared to data measured by the CTD sensor to determine the calibration correction for the salinitiy values. The resulting corrections were applied to all the profile data. After the salinity calibration was applied, potential temperature, densities expressed as sigma-t and sigma-theta, and dynamic heights were calculated.   NetCDF files were created for each cast. An ASCII-formatted listing, with all the cast data are contained in the file w00605b_ctds.txt.
	s3_purpose: This dataset is the hydrographic data for thefourth of four cruises in the RISE program aboard the R/V Wecoma, which was charged with the task of conducting hydrographic surveys.  The R/V Pt. Sur, concurrently with this cruise on the R/V Wecoma, conducted studies of the Columbia R. plume frontal structure, mixing processes and a Triaxis survey of the shelf <60m deep.
	s3_startDate: May 21, 2005
	s3_endDate: June 13, 2006
	s3_northLat: +45.5°N
	s3_southLat: +48.3°N
	s3_eastLon: -123.8°W
	s3_westLon: -125.3°W
	s3_platNameNType: R/V Wecoma, UNOLS research vessel
	s3_parameter: All parameters are defined in the metadata for each cast.T,T2, Fch ( chlorophyll-a),Dissolved oxygen,Light Transmission, PAR (Irradiance), S (salinity),The following parameters were calculated: PT(Potential Temperature), ST (sigma-t), STH (sigma-theta) DYN (dynamic meters)
	s3_origCruise: W0605b,  RISE4W
	s3_filename: we0605b_ctds.txt, we0605b_ctd_conrept.txt,we0605b001ctd.nc to we0605b261ctd.nc
	s3_byteCount: 4.9MB, 4KB, and 8-36KB each
	s3_project: River Influence on Shelf Ecosystems (RISE)
	s3_instrument: SeaBird Electronics SBE911plus with dual temperature and conductivity sensors, Sea Tech/Wetlabs FLF fluorometer (chlorophyll), SBE43 oxygen sensor (Dissolved Oxygen),  Biospherical Instruments 4-pi light intensity sensor (PAR), Chelsea/Seatech/Wetlab CStar Transmissometer, 
	s3_oceanArea: NE Pacific, Columbia River Plume, offshore from Washington and Oregon
	s4_paramName: PressureTemperature (Primary) Secondary Temperature raw Fluorometer voltsTransmission (light)O= Dissolved Oxygen concentration from SeaBird SBE43 oxygen sensor, uncorrected by sampling.O= Dissolved Oxygen concentration from SeaBird SBE43 oxygen sensor, uncorrected by sampling.PARvolts.PAR = Irradiance, Photosynthetically Activated Radiation (a measure of light intensity)Salinity (Primary) (corrected )Secondary (Salinity) (corrected )Potential Temperature (PT) calculated from T and pressuredensity, sigma-t (ST) calculated from salinity, T amd Sal and pressure)density, sigma-theta (STH), calculated from salinity, potential temp. and pressure)Dynamic Height (DYN) 
	s4_unitMeasure:  ((deciBars). (degrees Celsius).(degrees Celsius).(volts)Percent per meter(ml per liter)(umol/kg)volts(micro Einsteins per meter^^2)(practical salinity units)(practical salinity units)(degrees Celsius)(Kg per m^^3(Kg per m^^3(dyn-m)
	s4_instType: CTD cast
	s4_method: Calibrated values by Raphael Kudela in a separate submissionUncalibrated by sampling during cruiseUncalibrated by sampling during cruiseSalinity values were corrected as a group using an offset calculated by comparing Autosal measurements of salinity to those derived from the CTD.    The calibration correction for salinity for each cast are pesented in the metadata for each cast. 
	3_analyticTechniq: Standard  processingrecommended by SeaBird Electronics was used to process the raw data into 1m averaged data bins. Post -processing follows that discussed in the data abstract above
	s5_mediumType: FTP or email attachment
	s5_filename: we0605b_ctd.txt contains cruise ID, station (cast), date and time(GMT), longitude (E) latitude (N) variables in columns, the first line contains headers. The netCDF files have 2 sections, with metatdata in the first and binary data next.
	s5_description: The we0605b_odvctd.txt  data file is a continuous listing of each of the CTD casts on this cruise with position and time information on each line following the header line.The netCDF files (named we0605b001.ctd to we0605b261.ctd) have metadata for the cast, followed by a description of attributes, processing notes. The terms eps41 and and eps42 in the EDIT_COMMENT lines refer to primary and secondary salinity. TEMP 28 and Sal41 refer to values from the primary sensors, TEMP35 and SAL43 refer to the secondary sensor.  Oxygen units are ml per liter, PAR units are micro Einsteins per meter squared,  Fluorescence is in volts. This information is followed by a line of column headers and the data listing for the cast. The files were created using the non-proprietary EPIC software developed at  NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory.  software developed at  NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory. 
	s5_recordType: One file is acontinuous ASCII listing in format compatible with Ocean Data View. Also, files  with the .nc extension are netCDF formatted files for each cast.
	s5_name: Nancy B. Kachel
	s5_email: nkachel@ocean.washington.edu
	s5_phone: 206-367-8845
	s5_address: School of OceanographyBox 655651University of WashingtonSeattle, WA 98125
	s6_fileName: enter name of file submitted to NODC containing calibration detail information:we0605b_ctdconrept.txt


